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Sakari Tervo

Some words about us
(a collective bio of the people working at Porukalle)
I’m Man Yau and I share a studio with Elina Vainio, Juuso Tervo, Jaakko
Pietiläinen, Jussi Niskanen, Hermanni Saarinen, and Sakari Tervo.
We decided to move in together to a shared studio (that we now call
‘Porukalle’) approximately two years ago, simply because we were all
kicked out from the same building that was next to Brahenkenttä (the city
turned our artist building into pricey studio apartments, I wonder how my
ex-studio room is furnished now…)
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But before moving in, we have known each other from different places
and networks, yet for me the link to these people is through love. Tacky
but true. Let’s just say that a) I’m married to one of them b) we were
consecrated by one of them c) they were all invited to our relatively
small and intimate wedding occasion…. So the group that we are now,
is because we are friends, not colleagues, and I always find it very
important to underline that. It explains a lot of our tone to do things
together.

questions?
comments?
anything?
info /at/ porukalle.art

I promised to do a little bio for us, so here we go: We are friends, art
workers (one way or another) and we are organizing the studio exhibition
in August 2021 at Porukalle aka at our artist studio. Instead of explaining
more of what we do individually in the space, I made a mystery floor plan
that may or may not give you a hint of what we do.
Friends appreciation forever!
Xx, Man.

BIOS

Biitsi: What’s on our minds (2021)

...of people we’ve invited to contribute
to the two-day reading event taking
place in August 2021... .

your
turn to turn or
re-turn?

Biitsi (Heidi & Kaino Wennerstrand)
is an artist duo from Helsinki. In 2020, they
made works for ANTI festival and YLE radio
about the seniorization of Finland. Biitsi is
currently composing music for Anna Torkkel’s
upcoming choreography, while Heidi plans her
debut solo exhibition and Kaino is preparing a
new performance.
https://www.instagram.com/biitsi_duo/
Jessie Bullivant
is a Helsinki-based artist, writer and cultural
worker originally from [so-called] Australia.
They make work with language, other people,
and institutional codification.
www.jessiebullivant.com
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Jaakko Rintala
studies Aesthetics at the University of Helsinki.
He is currently interested in questions and
possibilities relating to the subject and
community. For this project Jaakko’s intention is
to attempt an excavation of some sort.
Please reach out, should you feel like it:
jaakkokalevirintala /at/ gmail.com
Alec Kyle Sibbald
was born in England to parents from Scotland
and the Caribbean. Alec has been living in
Finland for the last 8 years and currently
works as an English teacher in Helsinki. He
also writes and produces music as “To Feed A
Neon Forest”, and “Alec Siskin”; co-hosts the
Disco Volante radio show on IDA Helsinki, and
occasionally works as a freelance writer.
Writing Column
To Feed A Neon Forest
Alec Siskin
Disco Volante
Voice Acting

Buried services

EDIT (Rosa Kuosmanen, Viivi
Poutiainen, Anu Pasanen & Sanna
Lipponen)
is an online journal founded in 2014, focusing
on contemporary art, artists, exhibitions and
current cultural phenomena. EDIT is run by
four regular contributors, and also commissions
articles from other writers.
editmedia.fi

Alec Kyle Sibbald: The Flora of my Forefathers (2021)

The Flora of my Forefathers

Oh, wait- the tag says it’s “from Africa”

“Africa!“

By Alec Sibbald

Wow, look at that! what is it? A

The fatherland, motherland, home of my

Haworthia something? God it's

ancestors. As Angelou said; “Africa is our

gorgeous! The lines on the leaves

historical truth, and we will not know

are beautiful... And look at that

where we are going in this life unless we

Pachyphytum! The farina gives it

know where we are from.”

that beautiful synthetic appearance,

Africa was born in me, I share a homeland and common ancestry

so wonderful with that

with this humble plant.

delightful glaucous hue.

This is not petty consumerism, this is not an addiction, this

Dammit, why did I walk past the bloody plant shop? I really should

is my identity the flora of my forefathers!

just start walking,I can't be buying any more plants, the family

*Five euros please*

will kill me.

Sakari’s world
Dammit! Did I just invoke my
feelings of cultural
dispossession and ancestral

Every horizontal surface in the house has been covered in plants, I

detachment as an excuse to buy a bloody *cactus!?

need the plant lights on at all hours, and the kids are none too
happy about me claiming table space for my plants in their bedroom.

found specks of microscopic dust

The house looks as though we’re losing a game of

Elina

Well, I've bought it now.
And I simply can’t take it back to the shop
- it's far too beautiful.

…...Hold on a minute! Is that
Euphorbia Horrida? My goodness, what

Oh well, perhaps I can hide it behind the
Aspidistra, nobody looks behind the
Aspidistra.

a specimen! The spines are
vicious!
God I want it so much, it would be

oh
woooow

End

such a glorious addition to the collection, I
mean, I don't really have many euphorbias.
*euphorbia horrida is not a true cactus but a flowering shrub known as a spurge

Jaakko Rintala: Peter Amdam as I Imagine Him (2021)
For the past few months now, I’ve been oscillating between speech and silence in relation to the
topic that I am approaching here. Or perhaps a more telling formulation would be between thinking
and writing. On the one hand, speech and thought appear as the direct route towards what I aim to
convey, unhindered by the act of naming which written language emphasizes. On the other hand,
silence and writing – the silence engendered by writing and in writing – seems to be the domain
towards which this task is leading me.
I want to tell you about Peter Amdam as I imagine him. I have met him a couple of times, once at
a vegetarian Hare Krishna restaurant in Oslo where a group of about 20 of us dined and another
time at a music venue in Oslo where a mutual friend introduced me to him, commenting on how I
“am a huge Paul Weller fan, too” and we shook hands. Apart from a fellow Paul Weller aficionado,
Peter Amdam was a hugely influential figure for me in my late-teens. A sort of xerox-copied specter
haunting the trajectory of my early twenties, a trace found in zine pages and record covers, which
was – to quote partially the name of Amdam’s zine from 1996 – carved into my head.
The reason for embarking on this task of writing can be located in a sentence spoken by Amdam in
an interview in 2007, where he says the following, musing on the underlying influences of certain
lyrics for a certain song written by him:
“I think Hegel somewhere in ‘Phänomenologie des Geistes’ states that ‘life that bears death and
maintains itself in it’ to Blanchot that becomes some sort of mantra that haunts his whole essay
‘Literature And The Right To Death’ an essay that to this day still haunts me! [sic]”
Upon first reading, some ten years ago, these words which I didn’t understand at all, they still
somehow struck a chord with me. They led to frantic googling, ordering Kierkegaard’s Either/Or
volumes I and II (and not reading them) as well as coming up with the idea of applying to the
University of Helsinki to study English Philology (and not getting in). However, they remained in
my (sub)consciousness, reverberating there.
Eight years and a plethora of life choices later I am in the Kaisa-library reading the afore-mentioned
Blanchot essay when I am reminded of these words by Peter Amdam. I decide to search for the lyrics
of the song in question – the song is Survive Death by the Norwegian straight edge hardcore band
Onward – and one of the first results I come up with is a video from 2011 when Onward played a
reunion show in Oslo.
To hold on to what is all gone death demands the greatest strength fragments of a past within
me remembrance mourning I’m holding on reviving what was never there surviving death
and what it meant
Onward: Survive Death, 1997
While watching the video, I notice myself in the crowd, up front and singing along to the song. I
had completely forgotten that I had been there, despite it being a rather influential journey, having
travelled alone to Oslo and sleeping on the couch of an acquaintance. I was somewhat perplexed
by this, as I had by no means forgotten about Peter Amdam, Maurice Blanchot, Onward nor the
constellation they form in my thoughts, yet the actual quasi-pilgrimage of traveling to experience
this moment had completely been washed out from my memory.

“Remembering isn’t the opposite of
forgetting, more like its mirror-image.
We don’t remember; we rewrite
memories, just as history is rewritten.”
Chris Marker: Sans Soleil

Community. Jean-Luc Nancy writes that “community is revealed in the death of others.” Following
Nancy, I propose that the community which is revealed here is a possibility for communication, an
opening, a scission. For me, this possibility for communication is a possibility for remembrance, for
writing – and rewriting – the memory and in writing it, offering it sanctuary. When I write about
Peter Amdam, I write about myself in the sense that the community which reveals itself here is
the limit, the finitude, which is exposed, thus it is a community as communication, merging itself
at its etymological root: communis, common. A being-in-common, to quote Nancy’s turn of phrase.
The context for this writing should then be established as the subculture which functions as
the premise for this community. Subculture, fan culture, youth culture. It is a site for building
and dismantling, a hierarchy which at once upholds itself and tears itself down. As I write about
subculture, I rewrite the memories I hold in an attempt to hold again that which can’t be held;
another instance of building and dismantling, it is work which takes place in the debris of time
once shared. Looking back, my own immersion in that subculture – I hesitate between writing this
subculture or that subculture – can be seen as a shared sublimation of desire, a yearning for connection
filled with trepidation and uncertainty, a collective something out of a nothing, a collective a.
Remembrance. The anthropologist Johannes Fabian writes of the importance of remembering. For
Fabian, to give presence to someone who is absent, it is crucial to share their past. Therefore, the
act of remembering allows presence to emerge – however, one can hardly separate remembering
from forgetting nor presence from absence. Memory work qua death work. So, it would appear
that to remember is to rewrite, to give presence is to share, and the opening an absence presents –
absence-presence – is the founding of community, of communication. How to speak then of those
who are absent from us?
Paraphrasing the famous axiom of Wittgenstein, of what we cannot speak, we must remain silent
thereof. To remain silent implies an action, a conscious effort. Speech emerges against the backdrop
of silence, it is enveloped by silence, which it traverses, coating its luminance with drops of darkness,
like a snowfall in reverse. Here I remain, oscillating between speech and silence, while outside it
is snowing.

Snowfall. Amdam speaks of collapsing into the dirty snow, of lying there and eventually arriving
at the decision that he has to kill “Straight Edge Pete”, a proverbial act of self-immolation. This
episode took place in the winter of 1999, briefly after Sportswear had recorded their seminal album
Building, Dwelling, Thinking. A line from Hölderlin, “poetically man dwells”, is conjured from the
title of the album, alluding to the essay by Heidegger with which the album shares its title.
The poetics of this situation are solemn and morose. In a short essay from 1996 titled “What
Remains…” Amdam examines the act and emblem of drawing an X on the back of one’s hand, a
signifier of one’s commitment to the Straight Edge lifestyle. I remember the first time I read this,
I remember the feelings of bewilderment and excitement, of space expanding. Amdam notes that
the X is a signifier signifying nothing, seeing it as “a gaze into the ‘other night’ Maurice Blanchot
writes about.” Endless fascination, endless haunting.
A topos emerges in Amdam’s writings regarding the Straight Edge. It is the presence of an absence,
yet the common tropes associated with this absence – a firm standing law as A Chorus Of Disapproval
once put it – are strangely amiss; instead one finds a place of melancholy, of solitude and of ceaseless
searching. The poetics of Amdam. I remember the impact I felt, a transference so common to youth
culture, to fan culture, to community. Poetically man dwells, indeed, but the poetics of Amdam
are the poetics of Hölderlin, yet unfortunately the Straight Edge was not a tower in Tubingen.

Juuso Tervo: G (2020)

GRAVITY

Gravity ties soil to a knot, roots braiding skyward bloom
& Grey Garland vanishes into the thick – they
know not why.

Bending sprouts G.G., “bend those sprouts G.”
Kneeled in necessity they thorough
in Law.

“Once, death was much in demand, you hid in me.” Paul Celan said that. “The problem is: all poems
are too beautiful. Even Paul Celan’s.” Lacoue-Labarthe said that.* “Surviving death. And what it
meant.” You said that.

i
Versatile structure, capital velocity for Grey

* https://www.instagram.com/p/BGnQ fakDuoN/
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Garland. Wayward in their motifs, braids

last longest, G., all the way to the Grey-v
what silence knows
will i ever find it
Onward: What Silence Knows, 1997
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